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Abstract
Chorea-acanthocytosis (ChAc) is a rare autosomal recessive neurodegenerative disorder characterized by a variety of invol-
untary movements, predominantly chorea, and the presence of acanthocytosis in peripheral blood smears. ChAc is caused 
by mutations in the vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 13A (VPS13A) gene. The aim of the present study was to 
conduct a clinical and genetic analysis of five patients with suspected ChAc in Iran. This study included five patients who 
were referred to the genetic department of the Endocrinology and Metabolism Research Institute between 2020 and 2022, 
with a suspicion of ChAc. Clinical features and the presence of characteristic MRI findings were evaluated in the patients. 
Whole-exome sequencing (WES) followed by Sanger sequencing was employed to identify the disease-causing variants. 
The functional effects of novel mutations were analyzed by specific bioinformatics prediction tools. WES and data analysis 
revealed the presence of five distinct VPS13A mutations in the patients, four of which were novel. These included one non-
sense mutation (p.L984X), and three splice site mutations (c.755-1G>A, c.144+1 G>C, c.2512+1G>A). All mutations were 
validated by Sanger sequencing, and in silico analysis predicted that all mutations were pathogenic. This study provides the 
first molecular genetic characteristics of Iranian patients with ChAc, identifying four novel mutations in the VPS13A gene. 
These findings expand the VPS13A variants spectrum and confirm the clinical variability in ChAc patients.
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Introduction

Chorea-acanthocytosis (ChAc, MIM 200150) or VPS13A 
disease is a rare autosomal recessive inherited syndrome 
that was first described by Critchley et al. in 1967 (Critch-
ley et al. 1967; Walker and Danek 2021). ChAc is a neuro-
acanthocytosis syndrome (NA) that also includes McLeod 
syndrome (MLS, MIM#300842), Huntington’s disease-
like 2 (HDL2, MIM#606438) and pantothenate kinase-
associated neurodegeneration (PKAN, MIM#606157) 
(Walker 2015; Benninger et al. 2016). It is characterized 
by adult-onset, hyperkinetic involuntary movements, spe-
cifically chorea, and orofacial dyskinesia. Patients have 
variable clinical symptoms, including peripheral neuropa-
thy, seizure, dystonia, parkinsonism, tics, elevated serum 
creatine kinase (CK), and peripheral blood acanthocytes 
(Walker 2015; Walker et al. 2007; Tomiyasu et al. 2011). 
The main neuropathological feature of ChAc is atrophy of 
the striatum, including the caudate nucleus (Walker et al. 
2007; Shen et al. 2017).

The causative gene, vacuolar protein sorting 13 
homolog A (VPS13A, OMIM: *65978), is a compound 
of 73 exons, spanning 250 kb on chromosome 9q21, and 
encodes a 360-kDa protein also named chorein (Ram-
poldi et al. 2001). Chorein is an endoplasmic reticulum-
anchored protein belonging to the VPS13 family of lipid 
transporters. Recent studies have demonstrated that 
chorein and lipid scramblase XK are functional partners 
at the plasma membrane (Kurano et al. 2007; Park et al. 
2022). Chorein regulates many vital processes, including 
cytoskeletal architecture, calcium homeostasis, autophagy, 
and cell survival (Dziurdzik and Conibear 2021; Dobson-
Stone et al. 2004).

VPS13A gene mutations usually lead to markedly 
reduced levels or the absence of chorein in the tissues of 
ChAc patients (Rampoldi et al. 2001; Dobson-Stone et al. 
2004). The final diagnosis of ChAc can be made by either 
protein expression analysis or DNA sequencing of the 
VPS13A gene (Huang et al. 2022; Vaisfeld et al. 2021). To 
date, 166 mutations have been reported in VPS13A in the 
Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) (http:// www. 
hgmd. cf. ac. uk/ ac/ index. php). Genetic investigation using 
the direct Sanger sequencing technique is complicated due 
to the large size of the gene (250 kb) and the lack of muta-
tion hotspots (Ouchkat et al. 2020; Dulski et al. 2016). 
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is a cost-effective and 
time-saving genetic diagnosis of ChAc patients.

The prevalence of ChAc is estimated to be approxi-
mately 1:1,000,000 cases worldwide (Jung et al. 2011; 
Nishida et al. 2019). ChAc has been reported in different 
countries, including China, Japan, Germany, the United 
States, and Iran (Shen et al. 2017; Yi et al. 2018; Weber 

et al 2019). ChAc is more prevalent in Japan due to the 
presence of a founder effect. More than 100 ChAc patients 
have been reported in this country (Jung et al. 2011).

In Iran, only a few cases of ChAc have been reported, and 
most of them were diagnosed based on clinical symptoms 
without genetic testing (Karkheiran et al. 2012; Ghabeli-
Juibary and Rezaeitalab 2016). Here, we studied five cases 
of suspected ChAc based on clinical symptoms and neu-
roimaging features. In addition, we utilized Whole-exome 
sequencing (WES) to identify the disease-causing variants.

Methods

Ethics statements

This research was conducted in accordance with the prin-
ciples of the Declaration of Helsinki. The Bioethics Com-
mittee of Zanjan University of Medical Sciences (ZUMS) 
approved this study (IR.ZUMS.REC.1398.345). Written 
informed consent was obtained from the patients and their 
parents for participation in the study.

Patients and clinical evaluations

Five Iranian patients suspected of having ChAc according 
to clinical and neurological findings were included in this 
study. All patients had typical features of ChAc, including 
hyperkinetic movements, elevated creatine kinase levels, and 
acanthocytes in peripheral blood smears. Brain magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) of all five patients showed bilat-
eral caudate atrophy and putaminal hyperintensity on T2/
FLAIR sequences. The patient’s clinical details are summa-
rized in Table 1. All patients were born to healthy consan-
guineous parents. The family histories of all patients did not 
show similar conditions except for the last case, which had 
a sister with similar symptoms but with less severity. Blood 
samples from the patients and their parents were taken after 
obtaining informed consent.

Whole‑exome sequencing (WES)

Genomic DNA was extracted from the peripheral blood lym-
phocytes of patients and their parents by standard methods. 
DNA samples from patients were subjected to WES. Exome 
capture and library preparation were performed using the 
Agilent SureSelectV7kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 
CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. WES 
was performed by the Illumina Hiseq6000 platform (Illu-
mina, San Diego, CA, USA). The sequencing reads were 
mapped to the hg19/b37 reference human genome using the 
Burrows‒Wheeler Aligner (BWA) tool. The variant call-
ing process was run using the Genome Analysis Toolkit 
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(GATK), and then variants were annotated with ANNOVAR 
software.

Allele frequency was assessed using several databases, 
including the 1000 Genomes Project http:// www. 1000g 
enomes. org/), dbSNP (http:// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/ proje 
cts/ SNP/), Exome Sequencing Project (ESP, 6500 exomes, 
http:// evs. gs. washi ngton. edu/ EVS/), Genome Aggregation 
Database (gnomAD), and Exome Aggregation Consortium 
(ExAC, Cambridge, MA, http:// exac. broad insti tute. org). 
Reported pathogenicity was assessed by consulting disease 
databases such as ClinVar (http:// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/ 
clinv ar) and the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD, 
(http:// www. hgmd. cf. ac. uk). The identified variants were 
classified according to the American College of Medical 
Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) guidelines from 2015. To 
predict the effect of missense variants, various bioinformat-
ics tools were used, such as SIFT, PolyPhen-2, PROVEAN, 
MutationTaster, and Combined Annotation Dependent 
Depletion (CADD).

Variant confirmation by Sanger sequencing

The corresponding exons of all candidate variants were PCR 
amplified and sequenced by the Sanger method in the patients 

and their parents. Primers were designed using the Primer3 
algorithm and purchased from Gen Fan Avaran Company.

The primer sequences and PCR conditions are listed in 
Supplementary Tables S1 and S2, respectively. The Sanger 
sequencing results were compared with the reference 
sequence (NM_033305.3) of VPS13A via NCBI BLAST 
software.

In silico prediction of splicing mutations

Several In silico splice site prediction programs, including 
NNSPLICE0.9 (https:// www. fruit fly. org/ seq_ tools/ splice. 
html), ASSP (http:// wangc omput ing. com/ assp/), and Net-
Gene2 (http:// www. cbs. dtu. dk/ servi ces/ NetGe ne2/), were 
used to predict the functional effects of novel splice site 
variants.

Results

Clinical findings

Patient 1 is a 39-year-old man who developed gait dis-
turbance as the first symptom at the age of 33 years. His 

Table 1  Summary of clinical and laboratory findings in ChAc patients

Patient No 1 2 3 4 5

Gender Male Male Male Male Male
Age 39 29 35 36 42
Age of Onset 33 16 22 33 34
Consanguinity + + + + +
Family history − − − − +
First symptoms Gait disturbance Tics Chorea Generalized tonic‒

clonic seizures
Seizures

Chorea + + + + +
Dystonia + + + + +
Orofacial dyskinesia + − − + +
Tongue and lip biting + − − + +
Parkinsonian features + − + − +
Electromyography 

(EMG)
Not available Polymyopathy Not available Axonal sensory-motor 

polyneuropathy
Axonal sensory-motor 

polyneuropathy
Seizure − − − + +
Dysphagia + − + + +
Dysarthria + − + + +
Neuropsychiatric 

symptoms
+ − + + +

Neuroimaging (MRI) Bilateral caudate atro-
phy and hyperinten-
sity of caudate and 
putamens

Bilateral caudate atro-
phy and hyperinten-
sity of caudate and 
putamens

Bilateral caudate atro-
phy and hyperinten-
sity of caudate and 
putamens

Bilateral caudate atro-
phy and hyperinten-
sity of caudate and 
putamens

Bilateral caudate atro-
phy and hyperinten-
sity of caudate and 
putamens

Acanthocytes + + + + +
Creatine Kinase (U/L) 1700 2500 1500 1230 3900
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symptoms progressed, and orofacial dyskinesias, lip and 
tongue biting and parkinsonism were added to the clinical 
features. On neurologic examination, he had dysarthria, a 
masked face, hypokinesia, and rigidity of limbs. Deep ten-
don reflexes (DTRs) were absent. Eye movements and fun-
doscopic examination were normal. He had mild choreiform 
in the oromandibular area, eating dystonia, and dystonic gait. 
Sensory and cerebellar examinations were normal. Brain 
MRI revealed bilateral caudate atrophy and caudate and 
putaminal hyperintensity on T2/FLAIR sequences (Fig. 1A). 
Acanthocytes were detected on peripheral blood smear, and 
serum creatine kinase was elevated (1700 U/L).

Patient 2 is a 29-year-old man who was referred with 
initial symptoms of tics beginning at the age of 16, followed 
by dystonia and generalized chorea. Laboratory tests showed 
remarkably elevated serum CK levels (2500 U/L) and acan-
thocytosis on the peripheral blood smear. Brain MRI showed 
hyperintensity of the striatum (caudate and putamen) on T2/
FLAIR sequences with bilateral caudate atrophy (Fig. 1B). 
Electromyography revealed polymyopathy.

Patient 3 is a 35-year-old male who presented with 
chorea. His symptoms started with chorea and gradually 

evolved to dystonia. On neurologic examination, he had 
dysarthria, severe generalized choreiform movement, 
recurrent head and neck backward deviation, eating dys-
tonia, and dystonic gait. He also had generalized areflexia. 
Eye movements were normal. The brain MRI was similar 
to previous cases. Laboratory work-up showed acantho-
cytes on the peripheral blood smear and elevated serum 
CK levels (1500 U/L).

Patient 4 The first symptom of this 36-year-old male 
started at the age of 33 with a generalized tonic‒clonic 
seizure. Later, he developed difficulty in eating, abnormal 
movements in his hands, and gait disturbance. On the first 
examination, he had mild dysarthria, normal eye movements, 
and mild choreiform movements in the oromandibular area 
and hands. On follow-up examinations, chorea worsened 
in all limbs and the face, and he had severe eating dysto-
nia, which led to an eating disorder and weight loss. Mus-
cle stretch reflexes were unobtainable. EMG demonstrated 
axonal sensory-motor polyneuropathy. The brain MRI was 
similar to previous cases. High levels of CK (1230 U/L) 
were detected in the serum, and acanthocytes were found 
on the peripheral blood smear (Fig. 1C).

Fig. 1  Neuroimaging and biological features of ChAc patients in the 
current study. The axial brain MRI of patient 1 (T2/FLAIR sequence) 
shows caudate atrophy and hyperintensity (A). Brain MRI revealed 
caudate atrophy and hyperintensity on axial T2/FLAIR sequence in 

patient 2 (B). Peripheral blood smear of patient 4 with acanthocytosis 
(C). Brain MRI of patient 5 showing caudate atrophy and hyperinten-
sity on axial T2/FLAIR (D and E) and coronal T2 sequences (F)

Content courtesy of Springer Nature, terms of use apply. Rights reserved.
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Patient 5 is a 42-year-old male who came to our atten-
tion with phonic tics, eating dystonia, dysarthria and, as a 
first symptom, seizures that started at the age of 34 years. 
On examination, he had phonic tics and choreiform move-
ments in the neck, arms, legs, and trunk with recurrent trun-
cal and neck retrobending. Gait was impaired due to mixed 
chorea and dystonia. Eye movements were normal. Deep 
tendon reflexes were unobtainable. His younger sister had 
similar problems with seizures as the initial presentation 
and a milder form of chorea. Brain MRI revealed caudate 
atrophy and hyperintensity on axial T2/FLAIR and coronal 
T2 sequences (Fig. 1D–F). Laboratory tests showed acan-
thocytosis and a considerable elevation in serum CK (3900 
U/L). EMG revealed axonal sensory-motor polyneuropathy.

Whole‑exome sequencing and Sanger confirmation

The bioinformatics analysis of WES data revealed that all 
five patients had a homozygous mutation in VPS13A, as 
shown in Table 2. Sanger sequencing confirmed all of the 
identified VPS13A mutations (Fig. 2A–E).

Patient 1 had a previously reported homozygous nonsense 
mutation (c.C5881T, p.R1961*) in exon 45 of VPS13A, lead-
ing to a premature stop codon. The homozygous mutation 
detected by WES was confirmed in the patient using Sanger 
sequencing, and his parents had heterozygous alleles.

In patient 2, WES identified a homozygous variant c.755-
1G>A in the canonical splice acceptor site of exon11 of 
VPS13A. The homozygous c.755-1G>A variant was con-
firmed in the patient by Sanger sequencing. His parents were 
both heterozygous for the c.755-1G>A variant. In Patient 3, 
WES data analysis revealed a homozygous variant c.144+1 
G>C in the canonical splice donor site of exon 2 of VPS13A. 
This variant was confirmed by Sanger sequencing, and both 
parents were heterozygous carriers of the c.144+1 G>C 
variant.

Patient 4 had a homozygous nonsense variant c.2951T>A 
(p.L984*) in exon 28 of VPS13A, predicted to lead to pre-
mature truncation of the protein at codon 984 (Table 2). 
This nonsense variant was confirmed in the patient using 
Sanger sequencing. Both parents were heterozygous for the 
p.L984* variant. Finally, patient 5 had a homozygous variant 
c.2512+1G>A, located in the canonical splice donor site of 
exon 24 of VPS13A. The patient’s parents were heterozygous 
carriers for the c.2512+1G>A variant.

As shown in Table 2, among the 5 variants identified in 
the present study, only c.5881C>T (in patient 1) was previ-
ously reported as a disease-causing mutation (Ogawa et al. 
2013). The other 4 variants were not found in any disease 
databases, such as HGMD and ClinVar. Moreover, these 
variants were not detected in control databases such as the 
1000G, EVS, ExAC, and dbSNP or in the literature. Addi-
tionally, these variants were absent in the Iranome database.

In silico analysis

Table 3 presents the results of the In silico analysis of novel 
splice site variants using the NNSplice, ASSP, and Netgene2 
tools.

For patient 2, the variant c.755-1G>A was predicted 
by ASSP, NNSplice, and Netgene2 to disrupt the normal 
acceptor splice site (tccatttttattatttttcAGtatttcgtcccatatct-
gct). These programs identified an alternative splice accep-
tor site (ctttaattttccattctttAGtatttcagtattatggagct) located 
at the 3′ end of intron 11, with scores of 8.395 (ASSP), 
0.96 (NNsplice), and 0.27 (Netgene2). This alteration is 
expected to result in the skipping of exon 11, leading to 
a frameshift and the formation of a premature termination 
codon (Fig. 3A).

In the case of patient 3, the variant c.144+1G>C was 
predicted by ASSP, NNSplice, and Netgene2 to affect the 
wild-type donor splice site (tgccctgGTaggttt) at the end of 

Table 2  VPS13A mutations found in the present study and related information

ExAC Exome Aggregation Consortium, 1000G 1000 Genomes Project, EVS Exome Variant Server, CADD Combined Annotation Dependent 
Depletion, NR Not reported, Hom Homozygote

Patient No 1 2 3 4 5

cDNA Variant (NM_033305.3) c.5881C>T c.755-1G>A c.144+1 G>C c.2951T>A c.2512+1G>A
Variant Type Nonsense Splice-site Acceptor

Substitution
Splice-site Donor
Substitution

Nonsense Splice-site Acceptor
Substitution

Protein change p.R1961* Unknown Unkown p.L984* Unknown
Exon Number 45 11 2 28 24
Zygosity Hom Hom Hom Hom Hom
Frequency in public Databases 

(ExAC, 1000G, EVS, Iranome)
NR NR NR NR NR

CADD 44 24 25.6 36 25.9
Reported (HGMD, ClinVar) Ogawa et al. (2013) 

(CM135837)
NR NR NR NR
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Fig. 2  Sanger sequencing chromatograms of the DNA genomic 
region encompassing the VPS13A mutations in our patients. A 
Patient1: The homozygous mutation c.5881C>T (p.R1961X) in exon 
45. B Patient 2: The homozygous mutation c.755-1G>A in exon 11. 

C Patient 3: The homozygous mutation c.144+1 G>C in exon 2. D 
Patient 4: The homozygous mutation c.2951T>A (p.L984X) in exon 
28. E Patient 5: The homozygous mutation c.2512+1G>A in exon 
24. The red arrow indicates the mutation site

Table 3  In silico prediction 
analysis of novel splice site 
mutations in our patients

WT wild-type, MUT mutant, ND Not detected
* ASSP: Acceptor splice-site cutoff: 2.2, Donor splice-site cutoff: 4.5
** NNSplice: Acceptor splice-site score cutoff: 0.40, Donor splice-site score cutoff: 0.40
***  Netgene2: Acceptor splice-site confidence cutoff: 20%, Donor splice-site confidence cutoff: 50%

In silico
Prediction tools

ASSP Score* NNSplice Score** Netgene2
Confidence***

WT MUT WT MUT WT MUT

Patient 2 c.755-1G>A
Acceptor Site

8.926 8.395 0.96 0.96 0.20 0.27

Patient 3 c.144+1 G>C
Donor Site

9.530 8.225 0.72 0.57 0.80 ND

Patient 5 c.2512+1G>A
Donor Site

8.142 6.171 0.65 0.52 0.42 0.34
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exon 2. ASSP and NNSplice identified a cryptic donor site 
at position c.144+127 (gcaaaatGTaaattt) within intron 2, 
with scores of 8.225 and 0.57, respectively. This cryptic 

donor splice site may lead to the retention of 128 bp of 
intron 2 and, consequently, the occurrence of a premature 
stop codon (Fig. 3B). However, NetGene2 did not detect 
any cryptic splice sites in this case.

Fig. 3  Ideogram of predicted 
consequences of the splice-site 
mutations on VPS13A mRNA. 
A The c.755-1G>A mutation 
disrupts the normal acceptor 
splice site and is predicted to 
cause a frameshift due to the 
skipping of exon 11. B The c. 
144+1 G>C mutation in patient 
3 destroys the normal splice 
donor site and is predicted to be 
the inclusion of part of intron 
2 (128bp intron retention). C 
The c.2512+1G>A mutation 
in patient 5 disrupts the normal 
donor splice site and is pre-
dicted to cause a frameshift due 
to the 203 bp retention of intron 
24. The natural splice site posi-
tions are marked in green, while 
the mutation sites and new 
splice sites are marked in red

Content courtesy of Springer Nature, terms of use apply. Rights reserved.
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For patient 5, the variant c.2512+1G>A was predicted 
by ASSP, NNSplice, and Netgene2 to disrupt the wild-type 
donor splice site (gaagatgGTaaaatg) at the end of exon 
24. Both ASSP and NNSplice further predicted a cryptic 
splice site (ttcatggGTacatgc) within intron 24 at position 
c.2512+202. The corresponding scores assigned by ASSP 
and NNSplice to this cryptic splice site were 6.171 and 0.52, 
respectively. This alteration is likely to result in a frameshift 
due to the retention of 203 bp of intron 24, leading to the 
formation of a premature termination codon (Fig. 3C). 
However, NetGene2 identified c.2512+331 (gggaggcaagG-
Tatatggga) as a potential donor site with a score of 0.34 but 
did not recognize c.2512+202 as a significant splice site.

Discussion

Herein, we present a study of five suspected ChAc cases 
according to clinical symptoms and neuroimaging features, 
which were further genetically confirmed. ChAc usually 
manifests between ages 20 and 40 and rarely below age 20 or 
after 50 (Walker et al. 2007). The median age of our patients 
was 36.2 years (range 29–42), and the mean age at onset was 
27.6 years (range 16–34). Laboratory investigations revealed 
increased serum CK levels and acanthocytes in blood smears 
of all five patients. Indeed, elevated serum CK is a very 
useful indicator and can be seen in most ChAc patients, in 
contrast to acanthocytosis, which is not a consistent finding 
(Huang et al. 2022; Spieler et al. 2020). On the other hand, 
atrophy of the caudate nucleus is a typical finding in brain 
MRIs of ChAc patients (Huang et al. 2022; Weber et al. 
2019; Connolly et al. 2014). This was confirmed in the pre-
sent study, as brain MRI of all our patients showed variable 
degrees of caudate atrophy and putamen hyperintensity on 
T2/FLAIR sequences.

The first symptoms of our patients were gait disturbances 
(patient 1), tics (patient 2), chorea (patient 3), and seizures 
(patients 4 and 5). According to the literature, while a dis-
tinct feature of NA syndromes is chorea, other movement 
disorders have also been reported, including dystonia, par-
kinsonism, and tics (Dulski et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2019). 
However, it should be noted that chorea appeared as a pre-
senting symptom in all our patients in the later stages of the 
disease. Orofacial dyskinesia of varied severity develops in 
most patients with NA syndromes (Critchley et al. 1967; 
Dulski et al. 2016). Several reports have shown that tongue 
and lip biting are suggestive indicators of ChAc (Shen et al. 
2017; Huang et al. 2022; Dulski et al. 2016; Rubio et al. 
1997). In our study, tongue and lip biting were present in 
three patients (patients 1, 4, and 5).

Recent studies have revealed that epilepsy is a crucial 
presentation in ChAc patients, and 42% of patients have a 
history of epileptic seizures (Benninger et al. 2016; Weber 

et al. 2019; Luo et al. 2021). Indeed, in our study, seizures 
were present and were observed as the first symptoms in 2 
patients (4 and 5) out of 5 (40%). It has been suggested that 
VPS13A mutations may affect the interaction of this gene 
with the phosphoinositide 3-kinase gene (PI3K) and lead to 
epilepsy by disrupting calcium signals in neurons. Although 
we noticed in our study and in the literature that approxi-
mately 40% of the ChAc patients presented epilepsy, there 
is no clear evidence as to why some patients show epilepsy 
while others do not (Luo et al. 2021; Steinlein 2014).

In ChAc, neurophysiologic studies may suggest a pre-
dominantly axonal neuropathy and myopathy (Walker et al. 
2007; Vance et al. 1987). In our study, electromyography 
revealed evidence of axonal sensory-motor polyneuropathy 
(patients 4 and 5) and polymyopathy (patient 2). As already 
documented in the literature and in our study, high clinical 
variability was seen among ChAc patients, and there was no 
genotype–phenotype correlation (Walker 2015; Jung et al. 
2011; Ouchkat et al. 2020; Dulski et al. 2016).

All five of our ChAc patients had a homozygous mutation 
in the VPS13A gene. They included two nonsense mutations 
(p.R1961X and p.L984X in patients 1 and 4, respectively) 
and three splice-site mutations (c.755-1G>A, c.144+1 G>C, 
and c.2512+1G>A in patients 2, 3 and 5, respectively). Only 
one of the VPS13A mutations in our patients (p.R1961* in 
patient 1) was reported previously in ChAc patients (Table 2 
and Fig. 4). Ogawa et al. reported the p.R1961* mutation 
in two Japanese siblings with ophthalmologic involvement, 
although our patient had no relevant symptoms. It remains 
unclear whether eye involvement in their patients is specifi-
cally attributed to this mutation (Ogawa et al 2013).

The other four mutations found in our patients were 
apparently novel mutations and had not been published 
so far. Three novel splice-site mutations were predicted to 
affect mRNA translation by either skipping the adjacent 
exon (Patient 2) or misreading the affected intron (patients 3 
and 5). In silico analysis by ASSP, NNSplice, and Netgene2 
predicted these mutations to be likely pathogenic. Since the 
cDNA samples from our patients were not accessible, we 
could not evaluate the precise effects of these novel muta-
tions. Overall, these findings suggest potential consequences 
for splice site mutations in patients 2, 3, and 5. Further stud-
ies are needed to confirm these predictions and assess their 
impact on protein function.

Considering the autosomal recessive inheritance of the 
disease and the high rate of consanguineous marriages in 
Iran, it is likely that the number of affected individuals is 
higher. However, the prevalence of ChAc in Iran is not 
well-established due to the limited number of case reports. 
In 2012, Karkheiran et al. described the first three Iranian 
patients with a clinical diagnosis of ChAc, which was con-
firmed through a chorein Western blot assay (Karkheiran 
et al. 2012). Later, Ghabeli et al. reported a ChAc patient 
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who was diagnosed based on characteristic clinical features 
and peripheral acanthocytosis, but genetic confirmation was 
not obtained (Ghabeli-Juibary and Rezaeitalab 2016). In this 
study, we identified four novel and one previously reported 
VPS13A mutations in five Iranian ChAc patients, using 
whole-exome sequencing. To our knowledge, this is the first 
study reporting genetically diagnosed ChAc patients in Iran.

Conclusion

In conclusion, all five patients with a clinical diagnosis 
of ChAc were found to be homozygous for a mutation in 
VPS13A. Therefore, the diagnosis of ChAc in these patients 
was genetically confirmed. Our findings demonstrate an 
expanded mutational spectrum of VPS13A through four 
novel mutations.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s00438- 024- 02111-y.
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